**Editor's Comment:**

The present document concerns the final evaluation of the manuscript titled “INVESTIGATION OF SEISMO-THERMAL PRECURSOR OF GOHARAN EARTHQUAKE (2013) BY THERMAL DATA OF MODIS SENSOR IN TERRA SATELLITE”

I went through all steps from the initial version of the submitted MS to the last revised version, paying high attention to the reviewers’ comments. I am happy to see that the authors followed the most of the suggestions made by the reviewers resulting in important improvement of the MS. Also, the authors provided sufficient answers to those comments which were not included in the MS. Although the quality of the present MS would be much higher if the authors had included all comments and suggestions of the 2nd reviewer, however the latest version of the MS provides new important scientific data in the field and therefore, in my opinion, the present manuscript is **accepted with minor revision**. Editorial and language improvement of the manuscript is definitely needed before publishing.
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